We present a computational kinematic theory of higher pairs with multiple contacts, including simultaneous contacts, intermittent contacts, and changing contacts. The theory systematizes single-and multiple-contact kinematic analysis by mapping it into geometric computation in configuration space. It derives the contact conditions, contact functions, and relations between contacts from the shapes and degrees of freedom of the parts. It helps identify common design flaws, such as undercutting, interference, and jamming, that cannot be systematically identified with current methods. We describe a program for the most common pairs: planar higher pairs with two degrees of freedom.
Introduction
This paper presents a computational kinematic theory of higher pairs with multiple contacts, including simultaneous contacts, intermittent contacts, and changing contacts. The theory systematizes the kinematic analysis of multiple-contact pairs. It derives the contact conditions, contact functions, and relations between contacts from the shapes and degrees of freedom of the parts. It represents all possible behaviors of the pair, thereby identifying multiple operating modes and undesired behaviors. Given a driving motion, it computes the motions, contacts, and contact changes of the parts. The theory supports the automated design and analysis of mechanisms with multiplecontact higher pairs. It provides a method for validating the kinematics of single-contact pairs.
Multiple-contact higher pairs are pervasive in modern mechanisms. The most common are gear and cam pairs, which appear in all types of mechanisms. Others, such as ratchet, escapement, and indexer pairs, are common in low-torque, low-speed precision mechanisms, such as sewing machines, copiers, cameras, and VCRs. Higher pairs are typically cheaper, lighter, more compact, and more robust than actuators. They are more versatile than lower pairs and cam pairs because they can realize multiple functions and multiple operating modes through contact changes.
Multiple-contact higher pairs are harder to design and analyze than are single-contact pairs. The designer must determine which part features interact at each stage of the work cycle, must compute the effects of the interactions, must identify contact changes, and must infer the different behaviors from this information. When the design has flaws, such as undercutting, interference, or jamming, or is suboptimal, the designer must determine the causes and infer shape and position modifications that yield the desired results. The difficulty in these tasks lies in the large number of potential contacts, in the complexity of the contact functions, in the discontinuities induced by contact changes, and in the multiple behaviors that coexist with the intended ones.
The current mechanical engineering theory of kinematics does not cover multiple-contact higher pairs. It shows how to formulate contact conditions and contact functions for individual contacts, but does not have a systematic method for deriving relations between these contacts. It covers pairs with a single, permanent contact, such as cam/follower pairs, and some pairs with periodic contact sequences, such as gears and indexing cams. It does not cover pairs with simultaneous contacts, with complex sequences of contacts, or with multiple behaviors, such as ratchets, escapements, and non-standard gears and cams. The limitations of the current theory carry over to single-contact pairs because single-contact models are often a simplification of multiple-contact situations. Many common design flaws, including cam undercutting, part interference, and jamming, arise from multiple contacts. Many important design properties, including backlash and part interplay, require multiple-contact analysis.
We develop a unified computational kinematic theory for single-contact and multiple-contact higher pairs. We base the theory on the configuration space representation of robot motion planning [13, 14] . The configuration space of a higher pair is the space of configurations (positions and orientations) of its parts. The dimension of the configuration space equals the number of degrees of freedom of the pair. For example, a gear pair has a two-dimensional space whose parameters are the gear orientations. The configuration space partitions into free space where the parts do not touch and into blocked space where the parts overlap. The common boundary, called contact space, contains the configuration where the parts touch without overlap. Only free space and contact space are physically realizable, since rigid parts cannot deform or overlap. Part motions correspond to paths in realizable space.
Configuration spaces unify single-contact and multiple-contact kinematics by mapping them into a common geometrical framework. They provide a concise, complete, and explicit representation of higher pair kinematics. The contact space encodes the contact conditions and contact functions for individual contacts and the relations among contacts. The realizable space encodes the behaviors under all possible driving motions. Specific input motions generate paths that encode the corresponding part motions and interactions. Configuration space computation systematizes kinematic analysis as a computational geometry task.
In this paper, we formalize higher pair kinematics using configuration spaces and present a computational theory for planar pairs with two degrees of freedom. The theory consists of two parts. The first part shows how to derive the contact conditions and contact functions for pairs of interacting part features. The second part shows how to derive the realizable space from the relations among the contacts. We describe a fast, robust computer implementation of the theory. We evaluate the theory and the implementation and discuss their practical uses.
Configuration space
We define the configuration space of a kinematic pair in terms of the shapes and degrees of freedom of its parts. We represent the parts as compact point sets A and B specified in local coordinate frames. We represent the degrees of freedom as parameter vectorsp and q that specify the positions and orientations of the local coordinate frames relative to a global Cartesian frame. One common choice is the global coordinates of the local origin and the Euler angles of the local frame. We denote by A(p) and B(q) the subsets of Cartesian space occupied by A and B in configurations p and q. The configuration space of each part is the domain of its parameter vector. The configuration space of the pair is the cross-product of the configuration spaces of the parts. The free space consists of the configurations where A(p) and B(q) are disjoint:
Contact space, C c , is the boundary of free space. The set of physically realizable configurations, C r , is the union of free space and contact space.
The configuration space topology reflects the semantics of rigid body kinematics. Part motions correspond to paths in configuration space. Free space is an open set because free parts remain free under small motions. Blocked space is open because overlapping parts remain overlapping under small motions. Contact space forms the common boundary of free and blocked space because touching parts overlap when they move closer and become free when they move farther apart. It is a closed set because it is the complement of the union of the free and blocked spaces. The contact space defines a configuration space partition whose component are the free and blocked spaces.
We can also represent contact space in terms of contacts between part features. Let fa i g and fb j g be two sets of features that form the contours of A and B. Each feature set is a disjoint collection of vertices, edges, and surfaces whose union defines the boundary of a solid object.
We denote by a i (p) and b j (q) the subsets of Cartesian space occupied by features a i and b j in configurations p and q. The free space of these features
contains the configuration in which a i and b j do not touch. The feature contact space, C ij , is the boundary of the feature free space. It contains the configuration in which a i and b j touch. The feature contact spaces form hypersurfaces that partition configuration space into connected components. The components in which no parts overlap form the realizable space. We only consider the component that contains the initial configuration of the pair because the others are not reachable. We will refer to this component as the realizable space.
The realizable contact space of the features a i and b j R ij = C ij \ C r contains the contact configurations that are realizable when the other features are taken into account. The rest of C ij consists of configuration in which contacts between other features prevent a i from touching b j . The contact is wholly subsumed when R ij is empty, meaning that contacts between other features prevent it from occurring. The contact is partly subsumed when R ij is a proper subset of C ij . The contact space of A and B equals the union of the realizable feature contact spaces. We use these concepts to define multiple contacts. We classify configurations according to the number of feature contact spaces to which they belong. Free configurations do not belong to any feature contact space, single-contact configurations belong to one space, and multiple-contact configurations belong to two or more spaces. A multiple-contact pair is one whose realizable space contains configurations from two or more feature contact spaces. These definitions count multiple contacts between two features, such as an s-shape curve touching a vertical line, as a single contact.
We avoid these situations by splitting nonconvex features into convex pieces, which cannot have multiple contacts.
We represent part motions as paths in configuration space. A motion defines the part configurations as a function of time. The motion path is the image of the function. A motion is realizable if its path lies in realizable space. Otherwise, part interference occurs in the unrealizable portion of the path. Realizable paths partition into free segments that represent independent motions of the parts and into contact segments that represent coupled motions. Contact changes occur at the segment endpoints where the path enters or leaves feature contact spaces. The most common changes are between free space and a single contact or between single contacts. In an intermittent contact, the motion path alternates between free segments and contact segments from the same feature contact space. We compute the sequence of contacts and motions for a given driving motion by constructing and partitioning the motion path that it induces.
Configuration spaces provide a concise, complete, and explicit representation of higher pair kinematics. They encode contact conditions, contact functions, and relations between contacts in a uniform geometric framework. Realizable space encodes all the physically realizable configurations of the pair. The possible behaviors correspond to motion paths in realizable space. The realizable feature spaces encode the contact conditions and contact functions for every pair of interacting features. The connections between the spaces encode the relations between the contacts. Contacts occur simultaneously when their realizable feature spaces intersect. Disjoint realizable feature spaces indicate contacts that cannot interact. Adjacent spaces indicate possible contact changes.
Example: the three-finger cam
We illustrate the configuration space approach to kinematics on a simple multiple-contact pair. The pair consists of a rotating three-finger cam and a translating follower mounted on a fixed frame ( Figure 1a ). Each clockwise rotation of the cam drives the follower back and forth three times with short dwell periods. The cam fingers alternately push the upper vertical segment of the follower right and the lower vertical segment left. Turning the cam counterclockwise causes it to block when one of its fingers hits a horizontal segment of the follower. Figure 1b shows the configuration space of the pair. It is two-dimensional because each part has one degree of freedom: the cam rotates around a perpendicular axis and the follower translates along a horizontal axis. The configuration parameter of the cam is the angle and the configuration parameter of the follower is the offset x. The shaded region is the blocked space, the white region is the free space, and the boundary between them is the contact space. The part features are the points, line segments, and circular arcs that form the outer contour of the cam and the inner contour of the follower. The realizable feature contact spaces are the curves that form the contact space. For example, the displayed configuration of the pair lies in the realizable space corresponding the contact between the tip of the bottom cam finger and the left vertical segment of the follower. The multiple-contact configurations are the intersection points of the realizable feature contact spaces.
The configuration space shows the space of behaviors under all driving motions. Kinematic simulation of clockwise rotation shows that the configuration of the pair follows a path in configuration space starting at (; 1:25) (the thick line in Figure 1b Current kinematic theory cannot provide a systematic analysis of this pair because of the nonstandard contact functions, the changing contacts, and the dependence of the operating mode on the input motion. For each input motion, the analyst must identify the sequence of contacts between the cam fingers and the follower profile and must compute the resulting contact functions. We found that these tasks took a trained expert several hours.
Configuration space computation
We formulate configuration space computation as an algebraic geometry problem. The formulation requires that part shapes be specified in terms of algebraic curves and surfaces, so non-algebraic features must be approximated. We express the kinematic condition that the parts cannot overlap by contact constraints formulated as multivariate polynomial inequalities in the motion parameters. The solution set is the realizable free space. The realizable feature contact spaces consist of the solutions that satisfy one or more inequalities as equalities. They form hypersurfaces whose union is the contact space of the pair. Although several general configuration space computation algorithms are known, none have been implemented on a computer because of the intrinsic difficulty of computing and intersecting hypersurfaces [13] .
We have developed a practical computational theory for the most common pairs: planar higher pairs with two degrees of freedom. A survey of 2500 mechanisms in Artobolevsky's [2] engineering encyclopedia shows that 90% of the higher pairs have two degrees of freedom and that 80% are also planar. Significant exceptions include spatial cams. Details of the survey and examples of pairs not covered appear in a previous paper [10] . An informal survey of modern mechanisms, such as VCR's and photocopiers, yields similar percentages. Configuration space computation is practical for planar higher pairs with two degrees of freedom because it involves two-dimensional geometry. The pairs have two-dimensional configuration spaces. Contact constraints are bivariate, hence define curves in the two-dimensional configuration space. Formulating contact constraints is simplified because the contacts involve planar features. The curves partition the two-dimensional configuration space into components bounded by closed chains of contact curve segments. Efficient planar computational geometry techniques exist for computing planar curve intersections and partitions. Figure 2 illustrates these concepts on the three-finger cam pair.
We compute the realizable space of a higher pair by formulating the contact constraints for all pairs of features, solving them for the contact curves, deriving the configuration space partition, and retrieving the connected component that contains the initial configuration of the pair. This section describes the computational details.
Contact constraints
We compute contact curves by formulating and solving algebraic contact constraints. The solutions specify the contact functions (the functional form of the curves) and the contact conditions (the range of the curves). The curves depend on the shapes of the touching features and on the motion types of the parts. We develop closed-form solutions for contacts between the most common type of features: points, line segments, and circular arcs that translate or rotate relative to fixed spatial axes. The solutions include multiple contacts and singular solutions. Previous work [13] provides the generic functional forms for line and point contacts, but not the arc contacts, the singular solutions, or the ranges. The cases that we solve cover almost all practical higher-pair contacts. We compute numerical solutions for contacts between other types of features. The most significant ones are gear involutes and cam profile contacts.
We prefer closed-form solutions when they are available even though the numerical approach always applies in principle. Numerical solution methods are impractical because multiple-contact higher pairs routinely produce thousands of contact constraints, many with multiple and singular solutions. The singular solutions are inherent in the kinematics, not artifacts, since they reflect structural properties such as concentricity, parallelism, and symmetry. Numerical methods require a good starting point for each constraint, cannot compute the multiple solutions, cannot solve the singular equations, and take roughly 100 times longer than closed-form solutions. On the other hand, closed-form solutions are generally difficult or impossible to derive. We obtain the best of both approaches by solving the common cases in closed form and solving the rest numerically.
We formulate contact constraints for every pair of shapes: arc/line, arc/arc, and line/line. The constraints for contacts involving points are identical to those for arcs of radius zero. The constraints are equalities and inequalities in the motion parameters of the parts. For each pair, we formulate one equality constraint, which specifies the relation between the motion parameters induced by the contact, and several inequalities, which specify the conditions under which the contact occurs. We solve the equality for the functional form of the contact curve and solve the inequalities for the range. Figure 3a shows the contact of a circular arc and a line segment. The arc is convex, that is its center lies in its interior. The contact condition is that the distance between the center of the arc and the line equals the arc radius, which is expressible with the equality where the dot denotes the vector inner product. Figure 3b shows the contact of two circular arcs. The contact condition is that distance between the centers equals the sum of the radii, which is expressible with the equality The contact conditions for two line segments, pq and lm, are that l and m lie on the line through pq and that l or m lie on pq, which is expressible as (l p) (q p) = 0 (m p) (q p) = 0 km lkkq pk (l p) (q p) kq pk 2 Since this case is rare, we omit its further development for brevity.
We obtain the functional form of the contact curves by formulating the contact equality constraints in part coordinates. The coordinate frame for part 1 is F(s; t; ) with (s; t) the position of the local frame relative to the global frame and with the angle between the frames. Similarly, the coordinate frame for part 2 is G(u; v; !) with (u; v) the position and ! the angle. Since each part has a single degree of freedom, one of its coordinates is the motion parameter, whereas the other two are fixed. The equality constraint for an arc and a line is We derive contact ranges from the inequality constraints in a similar fashion.
We derive the contact curves for all pairs of features and motions by setting the fixed parameters to constants and solving the equality contact constraints for the motion parameters to obtain an explicit curve of the form y = f(x), where x and y are the motion parameters. We obtain nine types of curves, one for each combination of feature pairs (line/arc, arc/line, arc/arc) and motion type pairs (rotation/rotation, rotation/translation, translation/translation). We also compute the singular solutions for each type of contact. Singular solutions arise when k 3 = 0.
Realizable space
We compute the realizable space by deriving the configuration space partition induced by the contact curves of all pairs of features and retrieving the component that contains the initial configuration. Deriving the exact partition would require us to compute the exact intersection points of the contact curves. This computation is complicated and computationally expensive because the curves involve transcendental functions. Instead, we approximate the curves to any desired resolution with line segments and compute the resulting partition. The computation is a standard computational geometry task, line segment arrangement, with several efficient solution methods [16] . The approximation approach normally produces the correct configuration space topology, but can fail on nonlinear contact curves that intersect tangentially, which seldom happens in practice. A tolerance of 1% works perfectly based on several thousand test cases, as described in the evaluation section below.
Kinematic analysis program
We have developed a kinematic analysis program, called HIPAIR, that implements the computational theory of planar higher pairs with two degrees of freedom. The inputs to the program are the part shapes, degrees of freedom, and initial configurations, a resolution, and a driving motion. Each part consists of one or more slices parallel to a reference plane. Each slice is formed by extruding a closed boundary parallel to the reference plane. The boundaries consist of line segments, circular arcs, and parametric curves, and are specified with respect to a local coordinate frame. They The degrees of freedom are specified as motion parameters that measure translation or rotation relative to fixed axes. The driving motion is a mapping from time to the motion parameter of one part. The program outputs are the realizable space of the pair and kinematic simulations, both computed to within the resolution. The realizable space is represented by the contact curve segments that form its boundary, while the kinematic simulation is represented by a sequence of free and contact path segments. HIPAIR displays the pair and the configuration space and animates the kinematic simulation. (All the figures in this paper are direct HIPAIR output.) HIPAIR is written in the C programming language. HIPAIR computes the contact curves and their ranges for every pair of interacting features. These are the segments that form the part boundaries and their endpoints. For points, line segments, and circular arcs, it obtains closed-form curves from a table indexed by the shapes and motion types of the features. The entries specify the ranges and functional forms of the contact curves in terms of the feature shapes and the motion parameters, as described in Section 4.1. HIPAIR approximates parametric features with line segments and computes closed-form contact curves for them. This strategy trades one complicated contact for many simple contacts. For example, linearizing a cam profile to a high tolerance yields thousands of contacts. Configuration space computation makes approximation practical by efficiently composing the resulting contacts. Alternately, the user can instruct HIPAIR to formulate general contact constraints [18] and solve them numerically by the continuation method [15] . Continuation produces a series of points on the contact curve which, when connected by line segments, approximate the curve to any desired resolution. Contact curve approximation is faster than line segment approximation but is not always applicable, as it does not handle singular equations due to degenerate contacts.
HIPAIR approximates the closed-form curves with line segments to facilitate partition construction. The line segments are the input for the configuration space partition algorithm. Given a closed-form curve y = f(x) defined on an interval [a; b], HIPAIR computes a sequence of points (a; x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; b) for which linear interpolation agrees with f to within the resolution. It uses Brent's algorithm [17] HIPAIR computes the configuration space partition with a line sweep algorithm [16] . The algorithm computes the connected components of the partition by tracking the order in which the line segments intersect a vertical line that sweeps the plane from left to right. Ordering changes, which occur at endpoints and intersection points, identify leftmost and rightmost points of components and adjacency relations between components. The component containing the initial pair configuration is the realizable space. We have extended the standard line sweep algorithm to handle degeneracies and special cases, including vertical segments, overlapping segments, and multiple segments meeting at a point. We eliminate spurious intersections by rounding endpoints to the input resolution.
After computing the realizable space, HIPAIR performs kinematic simulation of driving motions. Kinematic simulation computes the effects of a driving motion on touching parts, but ignores other forces. For example, kinematic simulation of the three-finger cam pair under clockwise rotation (the path in Figure 1b) shows the follower moving only when the cam pushes it and stopping the instant the contact ends. In reality, inertia moves the cam a little further before friction brings it to rest. Kinematic simulation provides a useful approximation to the behavior of most mechanisms at a fraction of the computational cost of dynamical simulation. It complements configuration space computation, which shows the space of possible behaviors, by focusing on the effects of relevant input motions.
HIPAIR computes the part motions by tracing their configuration space path under the input motion. It retrieves the component that contains the initial configuration, computes the segment of the motion path that lies in the component, replaces the initial configuration with the endpoint of the segment, and repeats the process. It computes the motion by combining the input motion with the contact constraints. In free configurations, the motion path is a line tangent to the input motion. In contact configurations, the motion path is the projection of the input motion onto the tangent to the contact curve.
Evaluation
We have tested HIPAIR on over 1,000 parametric variations of 50 pairs. Half were chosen from Artobolevsky's encyclopedia of mechanisms [2] to cover a wide range of functions and implementations, including several types of gears and cams, interlocking pairs, ratchets, and clock escapements. The others were chosen from common mechanisms, such as a door lock and a 35mm disposable camera. Part shapes ranged from 10 to 500 features and from 10 to 10,000 feature contacts. HIPAIR correctly computed the realizable space and the kinematic simulation for every example using a resolution of 1%. The running times on a Silicon Graphics IRIS Indigo workstation ranged from microseconds to two seconds. A full description of the pairs and their configuration spaces appears in a technical report [11] . We draw on the test cases to demonstrate the role of HIPAIR in mechanism design. The first example, a clock escapement (Figure 4) , shows how configuration spaces describe complicated behaviors that are hard for designers to obtain with existing methods. The escapement consists of a wheel and an anchor rotationally mounted on a fixed frame. Attached to the anchor is a pendulum (not shown) that oscillates with a constant period. The wheel rotates counterclockwise due to a torque acting on its hub. As the anchor oscillates, the pallets alternately engage teeth on the left and right sides of the wheel. The wheel advances one notch each oscillation. It rotates at a constant velocity determined by the period of the anchor. The configuration space shows how this behavior is achieved. The upper and lower boundaries correspond to contacts between the right and left anchor arms and the teeth. The fact that the boundaries are interleaved implies that the wheel blocks against one of the anchor arms after rotating a fraction of a turn. Each time the arm oscillates, it frees the wheel long enough to rotate by one tooth.
The second example, a dwell gear pair ( Figure 5 ), shows how configuration space computation reveals behavioral flaws that traditional analysis can overlook. The driver (right) is a concentric arc segment mounted on a gear sector. The driven part (left) is a star-shaped disk mounted on a gear wheel. The intended behavior is that each rotation of the driver advance the driven part by 1=16th of a rotation. As the driver rotates, the gear sector should engage and turn the gear wheel. When The third example shows how multiple-contact higher pair analysis validates the single-contact assumption and identifies design flaws due to multiple contacts, such as undercutting and part interference. The single-contact assumption is validated by computing the configuration space of the pair and verifying that the contact space (or the motion path for a specific input motion) is a subset of a single feature contact space. Multiple-contact configurations indicate undercutting. Part interference occurs when the intended motion path intersects blocked space.
The example is a variation of the three-finger cam pair. The intended behavior consists of periodic contacts between the cam fingers and the top and bottom follower vertical faces. Under the assumption that the intended contact sequence occurs, we can compute the contact curves and contact changes by traditional methods. But a small modification in the cam profile (a 2.5% increase in the finger length and an 8 increase in the angle between fingers) invalidates this model, as it causes the cam to jam (Figure 7) . The jamming occurs because of simultaneous contacts between two cam fingers and the two follower faces. The change in configuration space topology reflects the change in behavior. Kinematic simulation identifies the jamming configuration.
Related work
We review related work in higher pair kinematics and in configuration space computation. Mechanical engineering research addresses the kinematic analysis of pairs of features in permanent contact. It formulates the general contact constraints, but does not provide a general solution method. Closed-form solutions are available only for gear involutes, which induce linear constraints, and for a few specialized cam profiles. They do not cover imperfect involutes or non-standard gear and cam profiles. Numerical methods are broadly applicable, but are not robust. They can fail to converge, can converge to spurious solutions, and cannot handle singular contact constraints, such as those induced by a cylindrical shaft in a cylindrical hole. Angeles and Lopez-Cajun [1] and Gonzales-Palacios and Angeles [8] describe numerical solutions for the analysis and synthesis of planar and spatial cams that drive standard followers. Chen et al. [5] and Reinholtz et al. [18] describe numerical solutions for pairs of convex, planar curves.
This research has limited applicability to multiple-contact higher pairs. Sequences of identical or periodic contacts are handled by straightforward extension to single-contact methods. For example, Angeles and Lopez-Cajun and Gonzales-Palacios and Angeles model a cam with a periodic sequence of contacts by computing contact curves for each feature contact and concatenating them. This method neither identifies multiple contacts nor computes contact changes. Other methods handle specific pairs in an ad hoc fashion. For example, the sequence of contacts between pairs of gear teeth is modeled as a permanent contact between two rotating cylinders. This approach cannot account for backlash and chatter and is not applicable to sector gears.
Robotics studies configuration space computation for robot motion planning [13] . The task is to plan the motion of a moving robot between two points in a static world, which amounts to finding a free path between two configurations in the configuration space of the robot and the world. The research provides configuration space computation algorithms for simple shapes, such as spheres and polyhedra, moving in a static world. For example, Lozano-Pérez [14] and Brost [3] treat a polygonal body with three degrees of freedom amidst polygonal obstacles and Donald [6] treats a polyhedral body with six degrees of freedom amidst polyhedral obstacles. The research does not provide practical algorithms for complex shapes, which are the norm in higher pairs, perhaps because they are relatively unimportant for motion planning.
In previous work [10] , we describe a preliminary configuration space computation algorithm for planar higher pairs with two degrees of freedom. That work uses an incomplete set of contact constraints and an inefficient planar partition algorithm. In other work [19] , we describe a kinematic simulation algorithm for mechanisms that uses the configuration space computation algorithm.
Conclusion
We present a computational kinematic theory of multiple-contact higher pairs based on configuration spaces. The theory computes contact conditions, contact functions, and relations between contacts. We describe the HIPAIR program, which implements the theory for planar higher pairs with two degrees of freedom. The theory and the program support the design and analysis of mechanisms. They produce kinematic analyses that are more detailed and more complete than previous methods. They free engineers from manual derivation of contact curves and contact changes. They provide part interference detection, behavior validation, and quick identification of design flaws. They help engineers identify failure modes, produce interesting variations of familiar designs, and understand subtle geometric interactions. We can improve the computational theory by extending its coverage and by making its implementation faster and more accurate. Adding closed-form contact curves for additional planar contacts, such as elliptical cams and gear involutes, or for spatial contacts, such as screw pairs and helical cams, reduces the need for approximation, thus improving the speed and accuracy of HIPAIR. Analyzing spatial pairs with two degrees of freedom requires us to define a solid model representation of the surfaces [9] and to formulate and solve spatial contact equations akin to the planar ones [4] . These extensions do not affect configuration space partitioning or kinematic simulation. Extending the analysis to pairs with three degrees of freedom is much harder, since we must compute and intersect contact surfaces, rather than contact curves. Brost [3] presents a configuration space construction algorithm for two planar polygons with three degrees of freedom. Joskowicz and Taylor [12] describe an incremental configuration space construction algorithm for a complex, solid body in a tight cavity with six degrees of freedom.
The computational theory applies to mechanisms with multiple kinematic pairs. The configuration space of a mechanism can be constructed from the configuration spaces of its kinematic pairs because each pairwise contact is independent of the other parts. The mechanism free space equals the intersection of the pairwise free spaces because a mechanism configuration is free when every pair of parts is free. Conversely, the blocked space equals the union of the pairwise blocked spaces. Sacks and Joskowicz, 1991 present an efficient configuration space computation algorithm based on these properties.
Configuration space computation paves the way for computational theories of other design tasks that involve reasoning about shape and motion. It can speed up dynamical simulation by precomputing degrees of freedom, contact equations, and contact change configurations. It can support functional kinematic tolerancing by computing the maximal behavioral deviations under specified part tolerances. It can support parametric shape design by locally inverting the mapping from part shapes and motions to configuration spaces, that is from design to behavior. We are currently exploring practical implementations of these ideas.
